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AudioBook:

Becoming 
by Michelle Obama  
 
An intimate memoir by the former First Lady chronicles the
experiences that have shaped her remarkable life, from her childhood
on the South Side of Chicago through her setbacks and achievements in
the White House

Girl, wash your face : Stop Believing the Lies
About Who You Are So You Can Become Who You
Were Meant to Be 
by Rachel Hollis  
 
Drawing from her life experiences as a lifestyle guru, the author
presents a guide to becoming a joyous, confident woman by breaking
the cycle of negativity and burnout and pursuing a life of exuberance

Educated : Library Edition 
by Tara Westover  
 
Traces the author's experiences as a child born to survivalists in the
mountains of Idaho, describing her participation in her family's
paranoid stockpiling activities and her resolve to educate herself well
enough to earn acceptance into a prestigious university and the
unfamiliar world beyond

The hate u give 
by Angie Thomas  
 
After witnessing her friend's death at the hands of a police officer, Starr
Carter's life is complicated when the police and a local drug lord try to
intimidate her in an effort to learn what happened the night Kahlil died

Born a crime 
by Trevor Noah  
 
The host of The Daily Show With Trevor Noah traces his wild coming of
age during the twilight of apartheid in South Africa and the tumultuous
days of freedom that followed, offering insight into the farcical aspects
of the political and social systems of today's world. Simultaneous.
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Movies/TV Series - DVD/Blu-ray
Green book /  
 
During the nineteen sixties, a bouncer, whose nightclub closes for
renovations, finds a temporary employment as a driver for black pianist
Don Shirley going on a tour into the Deep South states

Favourite /  
 
In the early eighteenth century, two noble women compete with each
other for the position of Queen Anne's intimate companion and
confidante

Mortal engines /  
 
A young woman seeking revenge for her mother's death sets out to
destroy London, a massive city on wheels in a post-apocalytpic world

Fantastic beasts:  
 
Albus Dumbledore enlists the help of his former student Newt
Scamander to thwart the attempts of dark wizard Grindelwald to
achieve worldwide wizard supremacy and domination

Can You Ever Forgive Me?  
 
Annotation
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Vox Lux  
 
An unusual set of circumstances brings unexpected success to a pop
star. 00001201

Ben Is Back  
 
Follows the charming yet troubled Ben Burns (Hedges), who returns
home to his unsuspecting family one fateful Christmas Eve. Ben's wary
mother Holly Burns (Roberts) welcomes her beloved son's return, but
soon learns he is still very much in harm's way. During the 24 hours that
may change their lives forever, Holly must do everything in her power
to avoid the family's downfall. 00001201

Instant Family  
 
A couple find themselves in over their heads when they adopt three
children. 00001201

Norm Of The North: Keys To The Kingdom  
 
Annotation
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Sherlock Gnomes /  
 
Two garden gnomes enlist the help of renowned detective Sherlock
Holmes to investigate the disappearance of other lawn ornaments

Show dogs /  
 
A detective and his police dog discover that they must go undercover at
a dog show to prevent a disaster

Ralph breaks the internet /  
 
Ralph and Vanellope discover a wi-fi router in their arcade, which leads
them on a new adventure

Mary Queen Of Scots  
 
Mary Stuart's attempt to overthrow her cousin Elizabeth I, Queen of
England, finds her condemned to years of imprisonment before facing
execution. 00001201
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Indivisible /  
 
Upon returning from Iraq, an Army chaplain experiences a faith crisis
that threatens to derail his marriage

Papillon /  
 
After being framed for murder and sentenced to life in a French prison,
a safecracker forms a friendship with a counterfeiter who agrees to
help him escape in return for protection

Notorious /  
 
The innocent daughter of a war criminal is persuaded to help a U.S.
agent trap a Nazi mastermind now living in Brazil

Bookshop /  
 
When a free-spirited widow opens a bookshop in a conservative coastal
town in England in 1959, she attracts both opposition and support from
the local community
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Tea with the Dames /  
 
Four famous British actresses get together and share their memories
and thoughts on various topics

First man /  
 
Presents the story of the first manned mission to the moon, focusing on
the life of astronaut Neil Armstrong in the decade leading up to the
historic flight

Star Is Born (Rental Ready)  
 
A musician helps a young singer and actress find fame, even as age and
alcoholism send his own career into a downward spiral. 00001775

At eternity's gate /  
 
A biography of Dutch painter Vincent van Gogh
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Bohemian Rhapsody  
 
A chronicle of the years leading up to Queen's legendary appearance at
the Live Aid (1985) concert. 00001775

Sisters Brothers  
 
In 1850s Oregon, a gold prospector is chased by the infamous duo of
assassins, the Sisters brothers 00001775

Wife /  
 
While traveling to Stockholm with her husband, where he'll be awarded
the Nobel Prize for Literature, a woman confronts the sacrifices she's
made on his behalf

Widows /  
 
After finding a gun, money, and detailed plans for the security van
hijack that killed her husband, Dolly recruits the other widows to
complete the heist
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What They Had  
 
Bridget (Hilary Swank) returns home at her brother's (Michael Shannon)
urging to deal with her ailing mother (Blythe Danner) and her father's
(Robert Forster) reluctance to let go of their life together. 00001201

Hate u give /  
 
A girl from a poor black neighborhood attending a rich mostly white
prep school witnesses her childhood friend being killed by a police
officer and faces a difficult dilemma

LEGO Jurassic World:  
 
Animal behaviorist Owen Grady is on a mission to deliver dinosaurs for
the grand opening of Jurassic World's new exhibit

Dr. Seuss' The Grinch  
 
A grumpy Grinch plots to ruin Christmas for the village of Whoville.
00001201
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Girl in The Spider's Web  
 
Young computer hacker Lisbeth Salander and journalist Mikael
Blomkvist find themselves caught in a web of spies, cybercriminals and
corrupt government officials. 00001201
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